Sonoma Garbage Collectors, Inc.
P.O Box 400
EL Verano Ca 95433
707 996-7555
707-996-2696 Fax
email: sonomagarbage@gmail.com

I, ___________________________________, acknowledge in order for Sonoma
Garbage Collectors to properly service my refuse container at_
Must enter my property with their service vehicles. I understand and agree that Sonoma
Garbage Collectors shall not be responsible for damage to customer’s pavement or any
surface resulting from the container.
There needs to be at least 15 feet height and 15 width clearance in order for the debris to
be delivered. I understand that the debris box is not allowed to be moved by myself or
any other company. If the debris box needs to be moved to a different location Sonoma
Garbage Collectors must be the only

I understand that any weight over two tons for the 20yd debris box will be billed in
addition to the rate quoted, and anything over three tons of the 30yd debris box will be
billed in addition to the rate quoted. All boxes must be level and not over filled. All boxes
are C.O.D., and have maximum time limit of seven days on the site. Anything over seven
days is subject to late fees.
Signed:___________________Date:___________________
Not allowed: Dirt, Rock, Cement, Appliances, Metal, Hazardous waste, Pressure
Treated Wood, Tires.
If there are mattresses placed into the debris box there is an extra charge of $20.00
per mattress (due to landfill fees)
DEBRIS BOXES CITY
20YD GARBAGE BOX $451.03 IF OVER 2 TONS $147.64 PER TON OVER
30YD GARBAGE BOX $605.76 IF OVER 3 TONS $147.64 PER TON OVER
20YD OR 30YD C & D BOX TO NAPA $400.00 PLUS DUMP FEE $68.00 PER TON
20YD WOOD OR YW BOX $266.93 PLUS DUMP FEE
30YD WOOD OR YW BOX $283.24 PLUS DUMP FEE
10YD CLEAN DIRT BOX TO NAPA $400.00 PLUS $40.00 PER TON
10YD SOD OR DIRT WITH ROOTS $400.00 PLUS $68.00 PER TON
10YD CEMENT ONLY $359.05 (LOCAL HAUL) PLUS $20.00
10YD CLEAN DIRT LOCAL HAUL $359.05 PLUS YARDAGE
10YD TO REDWOOD $400.00 PLUS DUMP FEE

We need at least 24 hours notice in order for the box to be emptied or taken
away

